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Abstract—Although distributed fiber-optic sensing of axial
strain and temperature is a well-established technique, there are
almost no demonstrations of distributed hydrostatic pressure sens-
ing. The main obstacle for such measurements is the low sen-
sitivity to pressure of standard optical fibers. Structured fibers,
such as photonic crystal fibers, can be made pressure sensitive by
means of an optimized arrangement of their internal microstruc-
ture. In this paper, we demonstrate—for the first time to our
knowledge—distributed birefringence and hydrostatic pressure
measurements based on phase-sensitive optical time-domain re-
flectometry (OTDR) in highly birefringent photonic crystal fibers.
We study the response to hydrostatic pressure of two dedicated
pressure-sensitive photonic crystal fibers in the range from ∼0.8
to ∼67 bar with a 5-cm spatial resolution using a phase-OTDR ap-
proach. We find differential pressure sensitivities between the slow
and fast polarization axes of the studied fibers of –219 MHz/bar
and 95.4 MHz/bar. These values are ∼3.8 to ∼8.8 times larger
than those demonstrated previously in distributed pressure mea-
surements with other photonic crystal fibers.

Index Terms—Birefringence, microstructured optical fibers,
optical fiber sensors, pressure sensors, Rayleigh scattering,
reflectometry.

I. INTRODUCTION

D
ISTRIBUTED optical fiber sensing (DOFS) of axial strain

and temperature [1], [2] is a well-established technology,

which has found its place in the market, and which is also still

the subject of extensive research and innovation efforts. How-

ever, there are almost no demonstrations of DOFS of hydrostatic

pressure [3]–[5]. The main obstacle to such measurements is the
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small pressure sensitivity of standard step-index optical fibers

[6]. Dedicated birefringent fibers may provide a solution to this

shortcoming. An internal structure of airholes, such as that used

to obtain the so-called ‘side-hole fiber’, can increase the pres-

sure sensitivity [7]. A hydrostatic load applied to the coating

or cladding of such a fiber can induce an asymmetric stress

concentration in its core region, yielding a higher sensitivity of

birefringence to pressure.

The birefringence of photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) can also

be exploited for pressure sensing, with the advantage that PCFs

can be designed to feature an enhanced pressure sensitivity by

optimizing the layout of the holey microstructure in the fiber’s

cross-section [8]. In addition, PCFs are mostly manufactured

of single pure silica material, unlike conventional birefringent

fibers (Panda, Bow-tie), and their birefringence can also be tai-

lored to be negligibly sensitive to temperature [9], [10]. Such

PCFs could therefore offer a low to negligible pressure measure-

ment cross-sensitivity to temperature. Despite the higher cost of

PCFs when compared with conventional step-index fibers, they

can still be economically relevant for the specialty application

(pressure sensing) over relatively short sensing distances (up to

several km) targeted here, since they form only a minor part of

the total cost of the proposed distributed sensing system.

In this paper, we exploit this pressure sensing potential, and

we demonstrate a distributed pressure measurement using a

pressure-sensitive highly birefringent photonic crystal fiber and

a phase-sensitive optical time-domain reflectometry (φOTDR)

technique.

II. WORKING PRINCIPLE

Distributed pressure sensing in polarization maintaining

fibers utilizing optical frequency domain reflectometry (OFDR)

[3] and Brillouin dynamic gratings (BDGs) [4], [5] has already

been demonstrated. However, OFDR is fundamentally limited

in sensing fiber length [11] and BDG requires a rather com-

plicated experimental setup [12]. OFDR indeed provides for

a very high spatial resolution (down to sub-mm) at the ex-

pense of a relatively short sensing distance, which is limited

by the coherence length of the light source. The BDG approach

is in principle not limited in sensing distance and allows for

measurements with sub-meter spatial resolution, but requires

three high-power lightwaves with different precisely controlled
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the principle of operation of a distributed birefringence
measurement based onφOTDR. (a) Local Rayleigh spectra at a position z0 along
both orthogonally polarized modes of the birefringent fiber. The frequency shift
between these two local spectra leads to (b) a crosscorrelation peak at ∆v.

frequencies and polarizations for generating and interrogating

the dynamic grating. The use of BDGs also requires access to

both fiber ends, which can limit the application potential.

Our approach exploits the detection of pressure-induced phase

modal birefringence changes ∆B by means of φOTDR [13].

This technique exploits Rayleigh backscattering along the fiber,

caused by random density fluctuations in the fiber core, that have

arisen during the manufacturing of the fiber, and those scattering

centers are “frozen” in the fiber. Phase-OTDR method provides

for a performance that is similar to that of BDGs, but with a

simpler interrogation scheme.

In φOTDR, highly coherent laser pulses launched into the

fiber under test are backscattered by refractive index variations

along the fiber. By scanning the frequency of the light source,

one can obtain local reflection spectra at each sensing point of

the fiber. These spectra have an irregular shape and they are

static under constant environmental conditions, but changes in

environmental parameters such as temperature and strain lead to

changes of the refractive index and thereby of the optical path

length. This can be compensated by an appropriate frequency

shift ∆ν of the interrogating light pulse at a frequency ν [12].

That frequency shift∆ν then provides an indication for the local

refractive index change.

A. Phase Birefringence Measurement

In order to find the distribution of the phase birefringence

B along the fiber, we measure the Rayleigh spectra Rs(ν, z0)
and Rf (ν, z0) for both orthogonally polarized slow and fast

optical axes of the fiber, at each position z0. Because of the dif-

ference in refractive index of these two modes, the local spec-

tra are shifted in frequency with respect to each other. There-

fore, their cross-correlation functionC(∆ν, z0) = Rs(ν, z0) ∗
Rf (ν, z0) (Fig. 1) features a maximum at the frequency ∆ν =
νs – νf , corresponding to the phase birefringence B = ns –nf

as given by [13]:

∆ν =
νf
ng
f

B, (1)

where νs, νf , ns, nf are frequencies and refractive indices along

the two orthogonal slow and fast polarization axes, and ng
f is the

group refractive index along the fast axis.

Fig. 2. (a) Frequency shifts ∆v(P) obtained via cross-correlations of φOTDR
signals of a reference measurement and measurements at different applied pres-
sures converted into (b) pressure-induced changes of refractive indices ∆n(P)
along the slow and fast polarization axes as function of pressure.

B. Pressure Measurement

Although it is possible to obtain information about the applied

pressure by comparing the absolute value of the birefringence

in an optical fiber, calculated according to (1), to a reference

value for B, we encountered technical difficulties with polar-

ization alignment of a scanning pulse along the optical axes of

the fiber, limiting the accuracy of the measured birefringence.

Also, random birefringence fluctuations along the fiber length

lead to amplitude reduction and spectral broadening of the cross-

correlation peak. In addition, large frequency shifts (larger than

the width of the correlation peak), corresponding to high bire-

fringence values, give rise to large errors in the birefringence

and, consequently, in applied pressure estimation [14]. We there-

fore use a slightly modified approach for pressure measure-

ments. We retrieve the pressure-induced birefringence change

along the fiber by calculating the spectral cross-correlations of

φOTDR traces from a reference measurement at a known pres-

sure P0 and measurements at applied pressurePi, i= 1, 2, … for

each of the orthogonal polarization axes. Owing to the nature

of Rayleigh backscattered signal, the same reference is valid

for multiple pressure measurements if the measurement setup

parameters do not change in time. The cross-correlation func-

tion Cs,f (∆ν, z0, ∆Pi) = Rs,f (ν, z0, P0) ∗Rs,f (ν, z0, Pi)
is now maximal at the frequency ∆ν, proportional to the equiva-

lent pressure-induced changes of the refractive indices ∆ns and

∆nf along the slow and fast polarization axes (Fig. 2):

∆νs,f =
νs,f
ng
s,f

∆ns,f (2)

After obtaining the ∆n values for the fast and slow axes, we

calculate the change of the phase birefringence as follows:

∆Bi = ∆ns (Pi)−∆nf (Pi) , i = 1, 2 . . . (3)

This way the fluctuations of the refractive index along

each polarization axis—giving rise to random variations of the

birefringence—do not directly impact on the contrast of the cor-

relation, since these fluctuations are steadily present in each mea-

surement. The differential refractive index changes with pressure

along each axis is therefore representative of and scaled by the

average birefringence over the spatial resolution.
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Fig. 3. Scheme of the experimental φOTDR setup used for the distributed
pressure measurement. Abbreviations are explained in the text.

The main drawback of this measurement is that it only pro-

vides the pressure-induced change of the birefringence ∆B,

but not its absolute value B. The relation between ∆B and

∆P = Pi+1 –Pi is fiber dependent and is usually given by a

simple linear relation [15], [16]. Hydrostatic pressure that is ap-

plied to the fiber cladding (or coating) creates an asymmetric

stress distribution in the core region owing to the asymmetric

cross-section of the fiber. Via the stress-optic effect this trans-

lates into the introduction of material birefringence in the core

region and thereby in a measurable change of the phase modal

birefringence.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 3 shows the scheme of the experimentalφOTDR setup.

We used a distributed feedback (DFB) laser emitting at a wave-

length around 1551 nm with a linewidth of 3 MHz. We placed

a polarization controller (PC) before the electro-optical modu-

lators (EOMs) to optimize the optical power. To form a scan-

ning pulse with a duration of 500 ps (yielding a 5 cm spatial

resolution) with high extinction ratio (∼60 dB), we used two

cascaded EOMs driven by pulse generators, and we tuned the

current of the laser driver to scan the pulse frequency. A polar-

izer (P) and polarization switch (PSw), placed after the EOMs,

defined the orthogonal states of polarization of the interrogat-

ing pulse. An erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) amplified

the optical pulses, whilst a variable attenuator (VA) controlled

the pulse power entering the fiber under test (FUT). We also

used a second PC for aligning the pulse polarization along one

of the polarization axes of the FUT. An optical circulator was

used to launch the interrogation pulse into the FUT and collect

the backscattered signal. The backscattered light was collected

from port 3 of the circulator and amplified by an EDFA. We also

used a tunable optical filter to reduce the amplified spontaneous

emission added by the EDFA. Finally, we detected the backscat-

tered signal with a 3-GHz bandwidth photodetector (PD) and

recorded it with a 10-GSps oscilloscope (Osc). All spectra were

recorded with 1000 averages to reduce the measurement noise.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Phase Birefringence Measurement

We carried out our measurements using 2 highly birefringent

(HiBi) “Butterfly” PCFs [17], further denoted as fibers A and B,

with cross-sections shown in Fig. 4. These PCFs feature high

polarimetric pressure sensitivities KP = 2π/λdB/dP , while

Fig. 4. Scanning electron microscope images of the cross-sections of the two
microstructured fibers under test. (a) Fiber A. (b) Fiber B.

their polarimetric temperature sensitivities KT = 2π/λdB/dT
and polarimetric strain sensitivities Kε = 2π/λdB/dε are almost

zero. Owing to their low cross-sensitivity of the birefringence to

pressure and temperature, these Butterfly fibers are candidates

of choice for experimenting with distributed pressure sensing.

Earlier measurements [18] have shown that the average phase

modal birefringence B of the 26.5 m-long fiber A is 7.2·10−4

(corresponding to ∆ν � 99.6 GHz), and the birefringence of the

48 m-long fiber B is 1.7·10−4 at λ= 1550 nm (∆ν � 22.8 GHz).

The propagation losses in the studied PCFs are ∼24 dB/km.

Upfront knowledge of the approximate birefringence level al-

lowed us to decrease the broad frequency scanning of more than

100 GHz for determination of the birefringence distribution. We

tuned the frequency of the interrogating pulses, aligned to the

slow and fast axes, to a difference ∆ν with respect to each other

and we scanned it in a range of 28.9 GHz with 64.5 MHz steps.

We calculated the cross-correlations of the φOTDR traces ob-

tained from two consecutive measurements for orthogonal po-

larization axes along each fiber, with 5 cm spatial resolution,

as shown in Fig. 5. One complete set of measurements took

approximately 6 minutes. Based on the known frequency shifts,

we obtained the corresponding birefringence distributions using

equation (1). Fig. 5 shows that the birefringence distributions

(blue lines) in the studied PCFs are considerably nonuniform

over their length (standard deviation of B is 1.5·10−5 for fiber

A and 2.75·10−5 for fiber B, several times larger than in com-

mercially available PCFs [5], [19]), which is mainly attributed

to small variations in the airhole microstructure along the fiber.

The nonuniformity of the birefringence distribution can also be

partially caused by additional strain variations induced by spool-

ing. Nevertheless, the mean value of the measured birefringence

of fiber A 7.64·10−4 agrees well with the result given above. The

average birefringence in fiber B (2.5·10−4) is larger than spec-

ified, but given the pronounced nonuniformity this may be due

to the selection of the portion over which measurements have

been made.

B. Pressure Measurement

We studied the dependence of the birefringence variations

on applied pressure. To do so we placed the fiber section of

about 5.5 m long in an oil pressure chamber. We increased the

pressure from atmospheric to about 68 bar. Temperature

variations throughout the total duration of the experiment
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Fig. 5. Phase birefringence distribution along (a) fiber A and (b) fiber B. The
left vertical axis gives the measured frequency shift, whilst the right vertical axis
gives the calculated phase birefringence.

(∼3-4 hours) were less than 2 °C and, considering the very low

temperature sensitivity (dν/dT ∼ 2 MHz/K), these temperature

variations could be neglected. We took reference measurements

at atmospheric pressure.

The distributions of the pressure induced differential fre-

quency shifts (DiffFS) for fibers A and B are shown in Fig. 6(a)

and Fig. 7(a), respectively. The birefringence decreases with

increasing pressure and the pressure responses of the fibers are

slightly non-uniform. Such behavior can be caused by variations

of the airhole microstructure along the fiber, small fluctuations

of the polarization state of the scanning pulse over measure-

ment time and pressure leakage from the chamber during the

measurements (up to ∼0.2 bar/min).

Fig. 6(b) and Fig. 7(b) show the mean values of the differ-

ential frequency shift in the pressurized PCFs as a function

of the applied pressure. We calculate the pressure sensitivities

dν/dP from linear fits of the experimental data and we find

−219 MHz/bar for fiber A (corresponding polarimetric pressure

sensitivity KP = −66 rad·MPa−1
·m−1) and −95.4 MHz/bar

for fiber B (corresponding polarimetric pressure sensitiv-

ity KP = −28.6 rad · MPa−1
·m−1). These values are in a

good agreement with the results of previous measurements

(−59 rad·MPa−1
·m−1 and −29 rad·MPa−1

·m−1 for fibers A and

B, respectively) [16], [17], and are ∼8.8 and ∼3.8 times higher

than KP of PCFs previously reported (−7.5 rad·MPa−1
· m−1)

Fig. 6. (a) DiffFS distributions along the fiber A under various applied pres-
sures, (b) mean frequency shift in the fiber A as a function of pressure change.

[3], [5]. We used the variations of the DiffFS along unpressur-

ized portions of the fibers to calculate the standard deviations

of the measurements. We found ∼49 MHz (corresponding to

a pressure uncertainty of 0.22 bar) for fiber A, and ∼52 MHz

(pressure uncertainty of 0.59 bar) for fiber B.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We presented, for the first time to our knowledge, distributed

pressure measurements using φOTDR in two dedicated pressure

sensitive PCFs. We obtained a pressure sensitivity that is ∼3.8

to ∼8.8 times larger than that reported in other proposed dis-

tributed pressure measurements with PCFs. We have shown that

our technique allows for sub-bar measurement resolution (up

to 0.3 bar for the fiber with the highest pressure sensitivity and

a frequency scanning resolution of 64.5 MHz). The maximal

sensing length is limited by the high propagation losses of the

studied fibers (∼24 dB/km) and is of the order of a few hundred

meters with our experimental setup if the spatial resolution of

5 cm is preserved. A longer sensing distance would require fibers

with lower propagation losses, otherwise an increased width of

the interrogating pulses is required. Longer pulses lead to lower

spatial resolutions, but at the same time they reduce the spectral
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Fig. 7. (a) DiffFS distributions along the fiber B under various applied pres-
sures, (b) mean frequency shift in the fiber B as a function of pressure change.

width of the correlation peak, allowing for a more precise estima-

tion of the birefringence change. Therefore, there is a trade-off

between the spatial resolution and the birefringence resolution.

The pressure resolution can be further improved by implement-

ing a finer pulse frequency tuning and a better control over the

polarization state of the interrogating pulse. The main limitation

of the measurements, based on the detection of changes in the

birefringence, stems from the fast fluctuations (shorter than the

spatial resolution) of the birefringence along the fiber, leading to

broadening and amplitude reduction of the correlation peak. Re-

solving smaller pressure variations therefore calls for improving

the uniformity of the birefringence along the fiber.
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